CANISTER HOME CARE SYSTEM

The Ultimate in Performance & Beautiful Design

On Board Tool
Storage Option

Your home is a reflection of you and how you want to live. That’s why we’ve
designed our new Lux Guardian Platinum to be stylish and durable, with intuitive
performance, so you can create a clean, healthy home that is exactly right for you.
The Lux Guardian Platinum is engineered to be in a class by itself. Despite a
high-powered motor, operation is exceptionally quiet and two sealed HEPA filters
ensure the tiniest contaminants are captured and clean air is released. The Lux
Guardian Platinum is as smart and purposeful as it is elegant, with features such
as the Automatic Operation Mode that senses what type of cleaning you are
performing, and the System Indicator to alert you when maintenance is needed,
you’ll find everything you’d expect from a high-performance floor care system.

High-Powered Motor

Simple Maneuverability

Features an amazing 505 air watts and

The 3-wheel guidance system makes

116” of water lift.

the canister easy to pull behind as

Remarkably Quiet Operation
The Lux Guardian Platinum features
an aerodynamic air guide design and
multi-layered sound insulation.
Sleek Design
The stainless steel design is protected
by a special anti-fingerprint finish.
Performance Indication
A System Indicator alerts the condition
of operation including suction level and

Ease of Use

you vacuum. A rubberized coating

The unique L-shape power nozzle provides 4-sided

prevents scratches on wood floors and

cleaning and self-adjusts its height between types

ensures quiet operation.

of flooring. Also equipped with a headlight.

Effortless Assembly
The Push & Pull Connection System

Versatility

makes inserting and removing the

Top-mounted power switch is operated with a

electrical hose effortless. The hose
rotates 360° on both ends and the
handle features an ergonomic design.
Unique Parking Positions
The canister features two power

simple foot tap. Switches located on the handle
adjust suction and turn off the power nozzle brush
roll when using on hard surface flooring.

nozzle parking positions, one on the

Control

side of the canister for interruptions

A switch on the handle turns off the brush roll

Intelligent Suction

while cleaning and one on the bottom

for use on hard surface flooring.

Suction control can be adjusted

of the canister for storage.

automatic mode, prefilter notification,
full filter bag and over-heated motor.

across 8 levels according to the task
you are performing. Control manually
or automatically. Use maximum
power for vacuuming floors and
deep cleaning, medium power for
vacuuming upholstery or dusting and
minimum power for delicate cleaning.

Automatic Protection

Convenience

If an object becomes tangled in the

Accessories are stored on board the

power nozzle brush, the circuit breaker

canister for quick access and an

will automatically shut off the brush
to prevent damage. A built in thermo
coupler protects the motor by shutting
it down if it overheats.

automatic cord winder easily
stores the 28 foot cord.
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CANISTER HOME CARE SYSTEM

4 levels of purification with double HEPA filtration:
1. F ilter Bag – Home Solutions Filter Bags are 4 times more effective at
capturing dust and tiny particles than the previous 4-ply design.
2. True HEPA Filter – Significantly improves indoor air quality by trapping and
retaining 99.97% of particles as small as 0.3 micron.
3. C
 arbon Filter – A high porosity, activated charcoal filter follows the True
HEPA filter to effectively reduce odor and moisture.
4. LongLife True HEPA After Filter – Before the air is released back into the
environment, it passes through the LongLife HEPA after filter to capture

SPECIFICATIONS
electrical rating

9 amps at 120 volts AC 60 HZ

air watts (motor)

505

canister weight

14.3 lbs

power nozzle weight

5.0 lbs

canister dimensions

22” long x 9” wide x 9.375” high

power nozzle dimensions

3.25” high x 15” wide x 8.125” deep

cord length

28 ft.

filter bag capacity

2.5 US qts

any tiny particles that may still exist.

With a Complete Assortment of Deluxe Accessories

Sidekick® – A mini,
motorized power nozzle
useful in cleaning stairs,
bedding, car interiors,
and more!

Combination rug/floor tool
– Use the floor brush to clean
hard surfaces, then rotate it
over to use the straight suction
tool on your fine rugs.

The First Name in Healthy Homes®

Crevice tool – Perfect
for narrow, hard-to-reach
areas such as bookshelves,
between couch cushions
and car interiors.

Combination dusting/upholstery
tool – Soft bristles protect your
furniture and delicate surfaces, while
adjustable wings allow for improved
cleaning of upholstery or fabrics.

We Offer Lifetime In-Home Service

From 1924 through the turn of the century, we were
Electrolux, the clear leader in home cleaning throughout North
America. Now, we’re Aerus, a new name for a new generation of products and
services designed to help make your home a Healthy Home. All backed by
performance so legendary, over 99.8% of our customers
recommend Aerus to their friends and family.

Contact Your Local Franchisee
For More Information

Honored by the Smithsonian
Trusted by Millions of Homes
Electrolux and Lux are registered trademarks of Aktiebolaget Electrolux and are licensed for use by Aerus LLC and its affiliates. Aerus and all derivative forms are trademarks of Aerus Concepts, L.P.

